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Classroom management is one of the most perplexing problems

facing teacher, educators, and teachers, today. Teacher educators

promote sound theories of how to acquire and demonstrate various

competencies ot classroom management. Teachers try, sometimes

unsuccessfully, to relate these theories to the realities of their.

classroom. Often they turn to other sources for guidance, i.e.,

folklore, administrative prolates, or personal pragmatism. It is

helpful to apprcach the problem of classroom management from an-,

eclectic viewpoint, with the aim of developing an eclectic model

for teacher training.

Such a model has been partially described by Goodman and

Pendergrass (1976). This model has derived a particular set of
0

competencies by selecting the best features of the disciplinarian,

behavioristic and therapeutic approaches to classroom managemet

Each approach has an outstanding feature that contributes signi-

ficantly to the eclectic model. Csee figure 1)

Insert Figure 1 about here

Competencies dealing with structuring the environment are

delineated primarxly from the disciplinarian approach and second-

arily from the other two approaches. Competencies using social

\\) and concrete reinforcers are taken from the behavioristic approach,
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while competencies" dealing with kae
relationship process are

derived'from the therapist approach. The eclectic model demon-

strates a method for melding competencies into a comprehensive

theory of classroom management. The model addresses both the

emotional and behavioral needs of public school children.

The purpose here is to present a schema for operationalizing

an eclectic model of classroom management in a teacher education

program. Included are the aspects of: (1) Identifying and

sequencing objectives; (2) developing and correlating laaining

activities; and (3) assessment of competence.

Identifying and Sequencing Competencies

Decisions, Decisions. Competence in classroom management begins

with decisions and decision making. The teacher must make decisions

about herself/himself, about students, and,about the classroom

environment. These decis,ions are concerned with structure and

tend to be a priori in nature. (See figure 2)

Insert Figure 2 about here

The first competency emcompasses the ability to look within,

t6 make some objective statement about Self and then project how

this will effect teaching behavior. This self-analysis provides

data for deciding such questions as, How much control will be

desired?, Is a highly structured or less structured situation

best?, Which concerns about self will effect teaching style?,

and Uow do I want the students to relate to me as a person, - as

a teacher? Understanding oneself, ancrdealing with the realities

of such, is the prelude to dealing with students.
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The second competency idealstwilh the skills of describi'ng

student role behavior. BefOre a class meets the teacher should

be able to state the type of classroom environment that he/she

wishes to es ablish. In other words, there should be the capability,

i
of delineating those student behaviors which are acceptable and

those which are unacceptable. Conflicts between the "teacbing

role" and the "student role" need to be addressed and resolved

before instruction begins.

Having clarified the anticipated interplay of the human

factors, developing competence in defining a management ,system

for materials (curriculum) is next. This management system must

take into account the materials and machines and how the students

are to interact with these. The teacher, in effect, is describing

how all the fiscal aspects of the classroom can be used to give

maximum Support to the learning environment.

The last competency in this set involves establishing well-

organized movement patterns, particularly a method for handling

transitional periods: Kounin, Freison, and Norton ('1968). have

demonstrated that regular classroom teachers who are most effect-
.

ive in handling behavior problems are those teachers who have,

among other thinO, the smoothest transition periods. If the

teacher is to maintain the atmosphere she/he has established,

there must be cognitive and operational competenae in this area.

Obviously, each of the competencies just disCussed have `an

operational component; however, the decisions, the prior planning

that should be stressed in teacher education programs is often

ignored.
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Each of the decision making competencies has an effect on

the structure of-the classroom. Decisions reached at this level__

'11

are group oriented since they tend to sat expectations for all

students in the class. _The ability to make the a priori type

decisions allows the teacher to move into the realm of impact.

The decisions have to be acted upon and the consequences of these

acts must be clearly communicated to the students.

Actions, Actions. The next sequence of competencies relate to

intervention strategies, or actions that can be taken if student

behavior does not conform to expectations. Regardless of the

specific intervention strategy the four aspects of target, level,

kind,' and evaluation must be considered. (See figurd 3) It is

in this sequence that the disciplinarian approach makes a strong

initial contribution, with the behaviorist approach contributing

more and more as the teacher's competence develops.

Insert Figure 3 about here

At first, the teacher will need skills in controlling non-

conforming group behavior',, or behavior that is diAl-uptive to

the class. However, intervention strategies that-ard group

oriented, or public, may be less desirable over a long period

than those that are individual specific. (See figure 4) Competence,

then, involves being able to diagnose the classroom situation to

determine if a public or a private strategy is needed, and to use

the lowest desist level possible.

Insert Figure 4 about here
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A repetolre of desist strategies is necessary for competeribe

E"

in classroom management. This repetoire helps the teacher handle

non-conforming behavior. If the behavior ceases, or decreases,

the particular strategy worked. in case the behavior increases,

then either a higher level strategy or a different approach can

be used. The professional teacher will certainly not be satisfied

with merely being able to cease and desist, he/she will want to

3ncourage positive behavior.

Additional ietervention strategies should be based on the

principles of positive and negative reinforcement. The teacher

should be able to identify, classify and administer positive rein-

forcers to effect the desired change in behavior (O'Leary and O'Leary,

1972)., She should be able to establish contingency management

(Rome, Csanyi, Gonzales & Rechs, 1973) a token economy, group

contingencies, (Stephans, 1970) and Precision Teaching (Pennypacker,

Koenig, and'Lindsley, 1972) as they relate to individual as well

as 'group behavior management. A further competency involves

implementing "each of these techniques for the purpose of eliminating

maladaptive behavior, promoting adaptive behavior and motivating

academic learning-
_

After the teacher is competent in a Variety of behavior

management interventions, she must develop the skills necessary

to measure the effectiveness of her interventions. Included would

be competence in using the Standard Behavior Chart (Pennypacker,

et, al., 1972), graphing, logging and antedoctal records for

evaluating behavioral gains which result from intervention techniques.

Affect, Affect. Thus far, competencies have been designed to
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control the classroom environment and the classroom behavior. An

additional set of competencies is needed which specifically addresses

the emotional needs of the child, his self: concept development

ana. his emotional self expression. This set of competencies should

begin with the ability to establish a positive relationship with

students and create open lines of communication and interaction

(Dreikurs, 1968). Also, the teacher needs to be able to analyze

transactions and respond appropriately as postulated in' Transactional

Anblysis (James & jongeward, 1971; Kravas & Kravas, 1974).,

For children who have more serious emotional problems, the

teacher must be able to develop a social plan and commitments

(Glasser, 1973). These techniques should be taught as an addition

to or alternative for behavior modification techniques mastered

earlier in the sequence.

A final competency should be the ability of the teacher to

design individual programs of art, play and music therapy, which

allow for both emotional and creative self expression. From this

type experience, the teacher should beable to glean important in-

sight into the motivations for child behavior and the feelings a

child is experiencing.- These therapeutic experiences can be easily

implemented using materials, resources and programming which are

readily available to most teachers.

0 y0

t

Developing a Professional Program. The introduction of the specific

',-./ competencies into a training program follows the same sequence

presented in the previous section. Competencies, or objectives,

dealing with structure are presented first because they are the

least complicated and most familiar. They can also be dealt with,

to a ,large degree, with only a minimum of field-experiences.
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The intervention strategies build on the structure competencies,

and are introduced into the program next. Once again, the least

complicated aspects are presented first. This part of the program

requires more field experiences since multiple attempts will prob-

ably be required kefore mastery of the intervention strategies is

achieved. When the teacher has had experiences in structuring the

classroom and tried some of the intervention strategies, the

relationship competencies should be introduced into the program.

Training in each area of competence should begin at the

cognitive level. Until teachers have a thorough understanding of

a concept at the cognitive level, assimilation and, implementation

is not a realistic possibility. (See figure 5)

Insert Figure 5 about here

-Following success at the cognitive level, each teacher

should be able to assimilate the concepts into an integrated schema

of classroom management. They can then generalize the informational_

concepts to unique situations involving a variety of classroom

settings and child behaviors. On site observations, role-playing

experiences, simulated wAkshop activities and mini-teaching

situations are especially useful in aiding the assimilation process.

The third phase in the training sequence is implementation.

Each student shopid be provided with actual classroom epe'riences

which allow for implementing with children each of the concepts

taught. Seminar discussions and case history analysis are often

helpful in preparing students for the implementation phase. Mastery

must, however, culuminate in "on hands" experiences with children.

The training sequence is not complete until the teacher can oper-

ationalize these competencies in an actual classroom setting and



demonstrate mastery through'assessment.

1 Assessment of CompetenCe

There are three dimensions to be considered in assessing the

acquisition of-a particular teaching competency. The primary

dimension relates to factors of "presage." Assessing at the presage

dimension focuses On the teacher's cognitive (factual and/or

theoretical) knowledge, planning skill and attitudes. The second
A

dimension of assessment focuses on the interactions 'within a class-

room. Emphasis here is on the teaching/learning environment. It

stresses how the teacher responds to the students, and the kinds of

initiating moves made by the teacher. Finally, assessment focuses

on outcome. The major focus of this dimdnsion is the effect on

students of the teaching/learning environment.

Traditionally the presage dimension was, and continues to be

heavily assessed. However, with the advent of CBTE or PBE) programs,

more emphasis.has been shifted to the interactive dimension. The

inability to control many of the variables within the classroom

has seriously hampered assessment within the outcomes dimension.%

) Despite the complexities of assessing competence in a three dimen-

sional setting, there is a logical way to develop-the assessment'

procedures,

Step one in the assessment procedure requires that a Particular

competency be analyzed in the three dimensional sense. This can be

clone by developing indicators for each dimension.k(See figure 6)

Each indicator then becomes a criterion measure for that competency.

The relationship between the competency statement and the-three



levels of indicators is shown in Figure 6. The teacher is deemed

to be competent if he/she'demonsCrates the behaviors called for by

the indicators. If outcome indicators are being assessed, he/she'

must elicit desired student behavior.

0

Insert Figure 6 about here

Demonstrating appropriate behavior once nlaynot be a measure

pf,the teacher's profiCiency, thus the second step is to assess

competence by a performance over time measures' The teacher-has

attained a particular competence if he/she can meet the criterion

measure regularly, and over,a period of time. Ope way to assess

over time is to assess the presage factoy on campus. Early in the

students prtvram, plaCe the student in the filed and access the

interactive factprs prior to student teaching. Then evaluate for

all three dimensions during student teaching, or intern, experiences.

Aq,performance over time is important, so too is performance

in various environments. Efficient teaching requires the ability

tb teach in a variety of settings. Environmental conditions should

be manipulated for this purpose d'nd the list of possibilities is

voluminous. Some of the more important factors to vary ark number

of students, academic and emotional levels of student, and grade .

level of students. Assessment of competence by .the three step

procedure just discussed can easily be adapted to measure performance

in various environments.
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4;$ FIGURE 1:

Contributions of threeAproaches to.

Classroom Management
.
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Structure

FIGURE 2:

Structure areas

Decisions about role of self as A teacher.

Decisions about the role(s) of students.

Decisions about organization of the curriculum.

Decisions abo,ut Movement and transition

ti
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FIGURE 3:

Dimensions of Intervention

Intervention

Strategy

Target of the intervention

Level of the intervention

Kind of intervention

Evaluation of the intervention
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FIGURE 4:

Components of Desist Strategies

Adapted from Wailer (1968)

LEVEL

Low High
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FIGURE 5:

Stages Leading to Mastery

COGNITION-----

I/
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1
IMPLEMENTATION-3
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'FIGUEE 6:

An Example of Indicators for -Each of the Three Dimensions

COMPETENCY: Facilitates the establishment of clear and definite

rules for classroom procedures, and enforces expected

role behaviors.

TEACHER

Presage

TEACHER

Interactive

1. Can describe gen- 1.

eral school rules.

2 Can explain cliff- 2.

erences between
democratic 'and
autocratic appro-
aches to rule
setting.

3 Can diagnosis
classroom and pin- 3.
point potential
trouble spots.

4. Expresses comfort
in sharing rule-
making and norm
setting with the
students

5. Can specify some
possible conse-
quences for stu-
dents who follow
or break rules.

STUDENTS

Outcome

Explains rules 1.

clearly.

Discusses with 2.

students the na-
ture of demo-
cratic class
(group cohesion,

'norm building,
problem solving)

Can explain
school/rules.

Express know-
ledge'of demo-
cratic rule
making proce-
dures.

3. Parlticipate,in
rule setting,A

Pinpoints need
for rules and in- 4.

volves Students
in democratic
rule setting
(stating problem
'clarifying sug-
gestions, consid-
ering alterna-
tives)

4. Enforces school
rules.

5. Is consistent in
enforcing rules
developed by class
an d encourages
self-discipline.

6. Reevaluates rules
if enforcement pro-
blems_ escalate.

17

Express Satis-
faction in the
group's behavior
and/or in abili-
ty to control
self behavior.
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